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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

Windsor is the southern most city in Canada.
located within the "core area" of North America.

Windsor is
This core area

consists of some 360,000square miles of territory in North
America (Figure 1).

In 1958 this area contained 6.9 percent of

the aggregate land area, 47.7 percent of the combined population,
and 70.8 percent of the total industrial employment, (Battelle
Memorial Institute, 1958 p.14).
Since the inauguration of Windsor, development has been
affected mostly by the manufacturing sector. The rapid growth of
the manufacturing sector had city leaders gloating during these
periods.

However these cyclic peaks are followed by valleys.

Declines in the economy although unpredictable are inevitable.
Since this is fact, community leaders in Windsor were forced to
make a decision pertaining to the growth of Windsor via a plan
for controlled long term economic development.
Urban growth has occurred in Windsor in the past for three
reasons; "its site is on the crossing of two important land and
water transportation routes; it happens to lie contiguous to one
of the great industrial centres of the United States with which
it could not form a political or industrial unit; lastly, tarriff
L

restrictions and imperial preferance have encouraged United
States automobile manufacturers to construct Canadian plants
within the city."(Special City Planning Commity Report, 1947,
p.17).
1•

Figure I.
Relative Position of Greater Windsor in North America

and Canada
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The proximity of Windsor to Detroit will therefore, continue
to be an undiminished factor in Windsor's development.
Municipalities situated on the border have no influence what so
ever over international trade policies. Although, Windsor does
have control and influence over the development of its site's
advantages.

From 1945 to 1987, conditions for urban development

appeared to escalate more favourably than before this period.
This can partially be attributed to more relaxed international
trade policies.

"The ability of the city of Windsor to plan and

control its own healthy development is a factor of growth which

I

•
I

is likely to rise to new and greater importance," (Special City
Planning Committee Report 1963, p.l1).
Through the 1950's, 1960's and 1970's, major growth ocurred
in the automotive industry. At known points in time, as the
economy fluctuated so did economic growth.

During the apex,

there is positive development. When there is a downswing,
economic development is affected. Although development can still
occur during a

r~cession,

it tends to be at a decelerated rate.

Growth and change of cities and towns has always been of
great interest to geographers. Growth of municipalities varies
widely with the type of urban areas themselves and their
geographic location.

Many variables come together to form the

cities we have today. These variables can be government
influence, technology, natural resources, climate, and
physiography.
This thesis will assess economic development policies of the
city of Windsor. Primary concern will be given to sectoral
diversification policy, new aggressive policy, and

•
I

intra-manufacturing diversification.

4

Chapter 2
DATA SOURCES

Information regarding Historical data, and policy
deliberations, was obtained through a variety of sources.
Statistics canada, contained information pertinent to industrial
employment within a city.

The Windsor Essex County Development

Commission and its predecessor, the Greater Windsor Industrial
Commission, printed annual information booklets which gave a more
accurate account of the workings of the various boards within
Windsor.
Interviews, are a source of a wide variety of information
which is quite original.

An interview was conducted with Roman

Dzus, Windsor's Deputy Economic Development Commissioner.

The·

information obtained was better than reading data printed in
publications as it is qualitatively different.

Interviews are

more personal and one can understand this type of information
better, when answers are given to specific questions.
Windsor's Municipal Archives were also utilized, and found
to be a valuable source of information.

The information provided

by the Archive Departments at the University of Windsor, and the
Windsor Public Library, gave an account of procedures, and
objectives within City Council, and many other boards and
commissions, whose responsibility it is to assist in the
development of the city.

Along with the above information

personalities and ideologies of the members of these boards was
also provided.
The Star Weekly, and The Windsor Star, also revealed
information on development within Windsor.

Old news paper

6.
articles were located within the archives of the Windsor Chamber
of Commerce.

•
•
I
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Chapter 3

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

•
I

I

The term 'economic development' is a notoriously difficult
term to define.

Economic development is the increase over a

period of time in the production of goods and services and the
capacity to produce goods and services.

It is one of the

principal goals of virtually all modern societies, since it is
considered necessary to increase the size of the economic pie, if
the standard of living in the world is to be raised, (Crane,
1980).

A major component of this type of development concerns

industry. The industrial sector in many communities is what
comprises the bulk of total employment.

If the industrial sector

is in a.growth period, its development can become
self-reinforcing.

However if the industrial sector is in

reccession, policy makers within the community must adjust or
create new policies to meet the new needs of the city.

This

study will show the importance of the decision making process at
the municipal level of government, and will also probe the
assumptions, ideologies, and policies underlying economic
planning in the Windsor metropolitan area. Along with Windsor,
attention will also be given to Federal and Provincial policies
tor national and regional economic development.

•

•
•
•

8.

NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL POLICY

The Canadian constitution does not designate authority to
any level of government concerning who is to make decisions
pertaining to economic development,

(Ransome,1971).

Federal

industrial policy is devoted to helping Canada mold together, to
encourage growth and bring economically deprived areas into an
equillibrium with more prosperous regions. This involves bringing
these disparate regions of Canada to co-exist proportionally with
other developing regions in Canada. These indigent areas possess
unattractive economic indicators which reveal present and past
conditions. Since these economic indicators appear as black marks
to potential investors, and therefore a chance for development
would appear unlikely •
The support for divergent economic growth and emperical
evidence of disparities in Canada, combined with a federal
commitment to striking an improved regional balance, all lend
support to some form of federal role in the economic development
process. This role is filled primarily by the Industrial Regional
Development Program (IRDP), which was formed in 1983.
Before commencment of the IRDP, the role of federal
government took on several forms, with a main focus on the
~elatively

disparate periphery in Canada. Lander and Hecht

(1980), found that the impetus for a regional development program
at the federal level might derive largely from the need to
instill in all the provinces a sense of belonging and

participation in the mainstream of economic life.

9.

To speed up

the economic development process, by eliminating regionally
uneven social, and economic development, it seems imparative to
provide for centralization of economic and political powers on

•
•
I

I

which a nationally unified policy and action may be based. (Cash,
1984).
At the federal level many programs were ordained with the
specific goal of rejuvenating areas of slow or non-existant
!

economic development. In 1963, the Area Development Agency (ADA),
wa~

a~tabli~hRd.

ContainRd within thR DRpartmant ot Industry, it

was to provide to manufacturers and proccessors incentives to
locate or expand facilities in designated areas of high
unemployment.
"Economic development incentives available from the
Department of Industry were altered in 1965 with the introduction
of the Area Development Incentives Act (ADIA).

The Department's

Agency could now provide cash grants instead of tax consessions
to firms located in, or willing to locate in, designated areas.
These grants were exempt from federal tax and did not affect
capital cost depriciation. Accelerated capital cost allowances
were also available in designated areas under the ADIA." (Cash,
1983,p.9)
"The responsibility for the periphery was transferred to the
newly created Department of Regional Economic Expansion (DREE) in
1969.

The DREE was to, among other things, administer the new

Regional Development Incentives Act (RDIA), also created in 1969
II

to replace the ADIA legislation (Cash, 1984,p.10).
Realizing the need for industrial expansion, and development

10.
in disparate regions, was one of the reasons the Department of
Industry merged with the Department of Trade and Commerce in
1969, forming the Department of Industry Trade and Commerce
(DITC). This new department was primarily geared to the needs of

•

industrial central Canada, where industrial efficiency could be
maximized.

The DITC and the DREE coalesced into a single domain

called the Department of Regional Industrial Expansion (DRIE).
The formal stucture of the DRIE was not instigated until 1983.
"When the DRIE was formed it was given a clear mandate to; a)
stimulate national economic growth; b) reduce regional
disparities through large leverage of investment; c) promote
industrial development and trade; and d) enhance the
competitiveness

of Canadian industry in world markets." (Cash,

1984,p.l7).

PROVINCIAL INDUSTRIAL POLICY

Despite the ,constitutional assignment of power problem the
provinces have taken a keen interest in activities
around economic development.

~entered

The argument that economic

development should be under Provincial jurisdiction, is therefore
an arguement for total provincial control. Gertler (1972) argues
that the major economic problem in Canada is its dependence on
the primary resource industries and this problem is mostly felt
~t

the provincial level.

The province itself has a better

understanding of the influence particular industries have on the
province.

Therefore, intra-provincial disparities call for

provincial control.

1 1•

Another argument for provincial control of regional
development could be called the "fiscal power argument".
Provinces as a group, are becoming fiscally more important. There
is a new economic self-awareness on the part of all provinces,
and an acute desire on the part of the have-not provinces to
achieve economic and social standards equivalent to the richer
provinces, (Lithwick, 1967).
Provincial control "allows regional variation to prevail
against the centralizing tendencies eminating from the capital
where federalism provides an additional source of jurisdiction
wrangling which can be highly counter-produtive,11 (Walker,
1980,p.129).

Industrial policy has continually become the focus

of increased public and professional interest.

There has been a

wide variety of industrial policies in all provinces, not just
Ontario.

Some of the policies are aimed at adjusting the

workings of the market, while others were more aggressive in that
they were designed to influence industrial development directly,
(Davenport et.al.1982 p.13).
The Ontario government has four major policy fields; social
development, resource development, justice, and general
government.

Host of the programs that can be identified with

industrial assistance fall under the category of resource
development.
The Employment Development Fund was established in 1979. The
main objective of this fund was to stimulate growth of
employment, and industrial development in Ontario on a long-term
basis.

Honey from this fund was spread over many industries

which included; the automotive industry, and pulp and paper.

----------------111111
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12.

Funding from the program not only created jobs but also increased
investments in these sectors, (Davenport P. et.al 1982.p.17)
During the 1970's the Government of Ontario began to develop
an industrial strategy.

In 1981, the formation of the Board of

Industrial Leadership and Development (BILD) resulted.

•
I

•
•

The

responsibilities of the BILD was "to consolidate and co-ordinate
the Government's total economic development effort, to provide a
focus for economic liason with the federal government and other
concerned interests, and to ensure maximum participation and
support for Ontario's development initiatives," (Davenport P.,
et.al.1982. p.l8).
The BILD was composed of six themes which were considered
priorities: electricity, tranportation, resources, technology,
people, and communities.

Within the BILD program it was

announced that the Training In Business and Industry program
would be expanded.

This would allow firms to retain employees

whose skills have been made redundant due to changes in
technology, thereby reducing layoffs, (Davenport P., et. a1.1982.
p .18) .

MUNICIPAL LEVEL INDUSTRIAL POLICY

At the municipal level, the powers of government change once
again.

The realization of a need for economic development by

leaders of a community is the first initiating step in the
development process. Economic development is vital to any
administration, therefore it is not surprising that economic
development is of great interest to political representatives as

I

I

13.
well as those with a professional interest. Any given site can be
a product, the value of which is determined by its potential
uses,

(Walker, 1980).

Therefore as Walker reports, the

characteristic of specific hierarchical relationships in a county
are therefore clearly of fundamental importance in providing the
I

~

framework for industrial development opportunities. Planning for
a city such as Windsor is focused

around a better design and

arrangement and circulation of people, and functions for a
better-looking and more efficiently working society (Ransome,
1971).
If cities grow as uncontrolled growth clusters of people,
there is little thought given to the rate of consumption of open
space, be it agricultural or

recreational. This lack of planning

might possibly create growth but the long run result could be
harmful to the population's lifestyle •

•

DEVELOPMENT IN THE INDUSTRIAL SECTOR

I

The geography, and size of a city will generally influence
the kind of industrial organization required. A firm resource
base, both human and financial, and the skills these people
possess, are major factors in the industrial development process.
In essence, the basic goal of the development institution will be
to help the city advance economically (Kaynor and Schultz, 1973).
For economic growth in the industrial sector, a positive climate
for local, national and possibly international investment should
be created. Problems in foreign economies could be a target

.j

market for possible development of companies on domestic

I.

u
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I
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properties (Goodman, 1979) .
According to Kaynor and Schultz, (1973,p.3), when
implementing industrial development in an urban plan, many
objectives must be considered. They are as follows:
"a) The specific objectives of the program
b) The scientific circumstances under which the program will
function,
c) The degree to which the program will be "active" or
"supporting" in nature,
d) The need to achieve

th~

greatest cost-effectiveness in

terms of resourses (financial and human),
e) The question of who specifically is to benefit from the
program."
Once these questions are answered, other questions arise
such as: What industries are to be created or expanded? What is
the order or priority to the

ci~y?

Industrial development is

important to sustain economic and population growth in both the
basic and indirectly to the non-bsaic services and consumer goods
sectors of regional economics.

DEVELOPMENT IN WINDSOR

I
i'
I.

During the 1950's, rapid development of the Toronto-Honteral
corridor was somewhat at the expense of the city of Windsor,
(Ci~y

of Windsor, 1975). The city of Windsor also reported that

.
''

many industries left Windsor for locations at or between these
markets. This period was offset by rapid growth of industry that
took place in Windsor during the 1960's • . The rapid growth in the

Jl

15.
automotive sector, could be attributed to the beginnings of the
Auto Pact.

The development of the big three auto companies led

to prosperous times for Windsor. Over time, the dominance of
these companies began to be questioned. As a result of major

•

dependence on the auto industry, the recession of the early
1980's hit Windsor hard.
In an article in The Windsor Star (1987), Williamson and
Bannin found that an uncertain future for the North American auto
industry could mean the loss of 8000 jobs in Windsor by 2000. An
industry such as the automobile industry, has many direct and
indirect jobs. A loss of 3500 transmission plant jobs alone
represent about 4700 other auto related jobs that would also be
gone here and in other cities. It would mean a devastating loss
of income. Windsor with 8000 fewer auto related jobs would see
about $220 million a year gone from the local economy. With
figures such as these, industrial policies must change, and
development and diversification are essential to Windsor's long
run economic welfare.

Chapter 4

A BRIEF HISTORY OF DEVELOPMENT IN WINDSOR 1854-1945

In the nineteenth century the foundation of growth in
Windsor was primarily

industrial. Until the arrival of the

railways in 1854, Windsor was not even incorporated as a village.
Three years following, Windsor was then incorporated as a town,
and became a city in 1892.
Between the establishment of the railways, and the first
United States branch factory in Windsor in 1904 for the
production of automobiles, the population of Windsor grew from
under eight-hundred to approximately sixteen-thousand.

The

population in neighbouring communities of Sandwich, and
Walkerville, rose to about five-thousand by 1908. At this time,
employment of these people were most numerous in distilling,
furniture making, iron working, and a servicing trade which
catered to a small, but fertile agricultural region.
Across the river, Detroit had grown disproportionately to
Windsor and it had developed a greater market demand for its
industrial products.

With the development of railways playing

such a major role, Detroit's market became immeasurably greater
than the market that was open to Windsor made products.

A major

component of this distortion can be contributed to the
~anadian-United

States tarrif barrier and the political border.

Windsor's advantage of being located adjacent to this large
market, and situated on two important land and water routes, used
for obtaining raw materials and distributing finished products,

16.

17.
was almost entirely bound.

The determination of the canadian

Government to bring the country together led to mass immigration,
and industrialization that was definitely an advantage to Windsor
and border area.
By 1928, 104 out of 232 industrial concerns in Windsor were
United States affiliates accounting for 71 percent of all
employment, (Windsor Chamber of Commerce, 1952).

In the first

year of the Ford Motor Company of Canada Limited a staff of 17
assembled 117 cars in 1904.

To some extent this disadvantage was

lessened in 1907 when a British Preferential Tarrif was set up
favouring the products of Canadian factories over those of the
United States.

With a less strict tarrif, and Canada growing as

a whole, a large market which was once closed to the products of
Detroit, became available to the products of Windsor.

In 1950,

15,039 employees assembled 129,026 passenger cars and trucks.
During tbis time period output per person rose by only 25 percent
while employees and automobile output rose dramatically.

On the

positive side employment was up and unemployment down, and
Windsor was boasting its great economic achievments.
In 1927, 15,000 Windsor residents were employed in Detroit.
The population of Windsor, East Windsor, Sandwich, and
Walkerville rose from a total of 20,780 in 1908 to a total of
105,200 in 1928. As the auto industry expanded, this growth could
be attributed to employment offered by the automotive industry.
Initially the growth period from 1901 to 1930 set up
unrealistic expectations of continued growth and prosperity. With
the recession of 1929, the product of automobile sales declined
enormously.

Windsor and its surrounding municipalities to all

.~

.

;,

~·

:,'

18.
intents and purposes were, as a whole, one community in
everything except municipal government.

As problems that

surfaced during the depression years escalated, and the economy
began to erode, many felt the need for one government working
collectively for the benefit of the community.

This led to the

amalgamation of the Border Cities including East Windsor,
Walkerville, Windsor, and Sandwich.
The depression also forced the United States government to
place restrictions on non-Americans employed in the United
States.

This ultimately resulted in approximately 13,000 people

leaving the city between 1930 and 1933.

Due to decreased

production of automobiles, and decreased demand for steel
products Hamilton, and Windsor were rivals for the dubious honour
of having the highest industrial unemployment index in Canada,
(Board of Control, 1954).
However by 1935 Windsor was Windsor was again beginning to
grow economically.

The incidence of war caused Windsor to grow

even faster "so tnat by 1943, taking 100 as the "normal", the
index of growth for Windsor was 305.6, by far the highest in the
Dominion," (Windsor Chamber of Commerce, 1944, p.78).

Chapter

5

THE RESTRUCTURING OF DEVELOPMENT POLICIES 1945-1959

The City Planning Committee stated in the early 1940's, that
problems in city planning in Windsor were intimately related to
the surrounding area's similar problems. Some of these problems
were purely local and should have been dealt with under the
authorization of local council. However if every municipality
outside Windsor developed its own economic development plan
without regard for the needs or desires of adjoining
municipalities or the best interests of the entire border area,
it would be practically impossible to work out a master plan.
This would continue to be a problem even assuming all local
communities would implement their plans simultaneously.

On 3,

July 1944, City Council along with the Windsor Utilities
Commission decided that a committee on city planning be
appointed.
The City Planning Committee felt that Windsor should work
with the entire border area. This would be essential in
organizing all small communities, so each would be aware of its
part within the overall plan. Once this was established,

the

City Planning Committee reported that every local municipality
should appoint a local planning board with complete authority in
its own area. Therefore each area would be included in the plan,
and designing individual planning boards would allow Windsor to
act on its own. This, therfore would allow Windsor to act as it

19.

20.
saw fit, and not be held back by slower moving communities.
There would be established, in co-operation with adjacent
municipalities, a permanent Metropolitan Planning Commission.
This commission would have control over development beyond city
limits. They would seek legislation permitting immediate
temporary control to be exercised by the Ontario Municipal Board
or other independent authorities over rural development. This
would take effect in particular zones as defined by the
commission when voluntary co-operative action was not deemed
possible. Staging of new developments would be contolled in part
through a zoning by-law. A by-law of this form would be an
application of "holding" zone regulations.

This type of

regulation enforces that development must be halted until a
decision could be handed down by a higher authority.
On 2, January, 1945, an agreement between the Corporation of
the City of Windsor, Windsor Utilities Commission and Town
Planning Consultants Limited was submitted by the City Solicitor.
This agreement would provide employment to Town Planning
Consultants Limited, allowing them to prepare a master plan for
the City of Windsor.
With implementing this plan, Windsor was then involved in a
full scale industrial plan. For the next ten years Windsor would
designate land to accommodate development. An area bound by
Walker Road on the west would have particular restrictions to
.which construction must adhere. However the Building Commissioner
was of the opinion that the industrial area affected by such
regulations should be designated as a special zone. A "special
zone" would consist of a by-law which would come into effect if

21.
there was a conflict between two regulations and what is best for
the city of Windsor.
Planning was previously a power of the Windsor Utilities

•

Commission. Since this commission was an elected body and not a
representative one, perhaps acting in the best interest of the
city was at stake. Therfore, legislation was attained to
terminate the powers of the commission with regard to planning.
Both this and the importance of co-operation of every.facet of
the community was a giant step towards an efficient plan.
"The new board would be made up of representative citizens
familiar with basic problems of the city, and interested in
improvement, generally of living, and working conditions, from
the physical point of view"(Special City Planning Community
Report 1945, p.23).
Upon completion of their analyses, and Town Planning
Consultants Limited final report, the commission felt that
reducing unemployment should be a primary concern for their new
master plan. On 1, February, 1947, the Windsor Employment
Advisory Committee was formed. Its first meeting was held 5,
February, and unemployment was at 5600. On 12, February, Mr.
Sharrer from Toronto was appointed Industrial Commissioner. Mr.
Sharrer's main duties consisted of bringing new industry to
Windsor while also trying to lower unemployment.
Mr. Sharrer's first endeavour was to encourage Windsor
residents to be absorbed into the labour force. As the figures
reveal it worked. From 6, February, to 2S, February, unemployment
declined by 1400. This resulted from a reduction in

overtime and

hiring of part-time workers, by employers to fill the overtime

•
I

22.
loss. By 19 March, unemployment was reduced even further to 3400.
Although the city was willing to change the land use of
certain areas, there was a problem of incompatable land uses.
This problem is evident because planners where aware that there
was an exception to "those properties currently being used for
other than commercial or residential purposes can remain under
their current industrial zoning."(Control Board 1946, p.38).

Employment in the automotive industry has fluctuated greatl
as a percent of total industrial employment, from a high of 73.5
percent in 1957, to a low of 48.4 percent in 1980.

The rapid

growth periods during the late 1950's and early 1960's allowed
for highs over 70 percent.

Contrary to this, the recessions of

the 1970's and 1980's, saw automotive employment plunge to lows
of 56.1 percent, 48.4 percent respectively.

These figures show

how sensitive the automobile industry is to fluctuations in the
economy, (Table 1).
James Dykes, Windsor's Industrial Commissioner, referred to
the Walker Road area as "Canada's Main Street of Industry." The
rationale for this statment was that factories had been built
solidly for three miles.

This was a bold statement, however the

fact remained that there was rapid industrial development which
generated an ideal investment climate within the community.
In the first few months of 1953, 3500 new industrial jobs
were created to bring total employment in Windsor to more than
45,000. This increase was greater than the combined total for th
past four years.
In 1953, Ford Motor Company of Canada Limited was in the
midst of its biggest capital expenditures since it first located

l

'
..
•
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23.
TABLE 1
EMPLOYMENT IN THE AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY 1950-1984
YEAR

AUTO

TOTAL

1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1956
1957
1958
1959
1965
1966
1967
1970
1972
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984

18,364
18,273
18,681
18,545
13,393
11,820
16,417
11,537
12,361
13,523
14,760
14,480
13,778
16,646
17,229
15,689

28,489
28,428
29,715
30,313
23,071
18,805
22,338
16,078
17,112
24,089
26,662
26,432
24,571
26,993
28,089
26,228
27,105
30,514
31,120
28,706
22,500
23,748
24,090
27,931
29,502

19,377
18,823
16,007
10,882
12,011
13,358
. 19,060
19,718

% OF TOTAL

64.5
64.3
62.9
61.2
58.1
62.9
73.5
71.1
72.2
56.1
55.3
54.8
56.1
61.7
61.3
59.8
63.5
60.5
55.8
48.4
50.5
55.5
68.2
66.8

Source: Statistics Canada, Census of Manufacturers Catelogue
31-209.

in Windsor 49 years earlier. The company shut down its automobil
assembly plant and spent $32 million

to convert the building

into a collosal engine plant. Chrysler also launched a $20
million expansion program, while General Motors was still in the
midst of almost uninterrupted construction of new plant space fc

••

two years,

(The Star Weekly, 1953,p.2). By 1954, Windsor

celebrated its 100 year milestone with its biggest ever
industrial expansion in full swing.

I

Planners in Windsor realized the importance of obtaining a
professional account of the city's economic conditions. A firm
located in Columbus, Ohio, The Battelle Memorial Institute,
(BMI), was chosen to construct this report. The BMI, because

of

its location, would be able to produce an honest and unbiased
account of such conditions in Windsor. Results from the report
would show both positive and negative aspects of Windsor's
location, economic diversification, and provide advice for
further research to be carried out by the city.
There were three main objectives of this study:

•

-"to appraise where Windsor then stood in its economic
development;
-to point out ways to present its assets to achieve the mos
desireable long range growth;
-and to recommend a program for reducing the effects of
Windsor's liabilities where they were found to exist".
(BMI, 1958,p.2).
In 1945, the end of World War 2 brought unions into towns
that had strong anti-union elements, and Windsor was no
exception. The automobile industry which had fought the union

•
•
•
•
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movement tooth and nail now had to bow to the United Auto
Workers. This employee victory resulted from a ninety-nine day
strike in 1945. The BHI interviewed over one hundred people with
significant positions in Windsor and elsewhere in Ontario.

Many

affirmed the above statement by saying the strength of the labou
movement, especially in the automobile industry, had given
Windsor an unfavourable reputation in the eyes of management.
This was perceived to be one of the most difficult problems for
Windsor to be to overcome,

(BMI, 1958,p.5).

The Greater Windsor Industrial Commission, during this
period, was primarily concerned with helping existing industries
and trying to attract potential industries. However the city did
not have an organized body in charge of general community

•

betterment. Battelle's report advised the city that an evaluatio
of merits and problems of territorial expansion by annexation
should be carried out.(BMI, 1958,p.4).
Following a reading of the report by council, and other
interested personel, an effective land use zoning pattern for th
city was created. These newly designated areas would become of
prime importance to the city of Windsor. Associated with these
new areas was the solution of a problem which had plagued Windso
for a long time. The city tried to avoid, at all costs,
permitting certain land uses to infiltrate land zones better
suited for other land uses.
In 1958, only about one-tenth of the area's income came fro
automotive, and automotive parts manufacturing, (BMI,
1958,p.ll). "Although Windsor was destined to remain the most
auto-centered of any Canadian city, it is more diversified withi
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the automobile industry itself than are Oshawa or Oakville.

•

Oshawa is more dependent on General Motors, and Oakville on Ford
for their industrial income. Windsor is dependent on the engine
and parts production of both companies, and parts, engine, and
assembly operations of Chrysler" (BHI, 1958,p.ll). Also, to a
lesser degree, income from smaller individual parts plants was,
and still is, essential to a strong economy within the automotiv·
industry.
BHI's report found considerable fault on the part of the
City of Windsor regarding the industrial-residential land use
mix. Within the review, evidence of the above is "epitomized by
the growth stifling residential encroachment near the Walker Rao1
industrial area." (BHI, 1958,p.29).
One of the main conclusions drawn was that Winsdor should
avoid any unbalanced or unwarrented publicity, (BHI, 1958,p.31).
In a community which is trying to promote growth the press plays
a great part in communicating positive information.
Passing into the late 1950's, Windsor had probably undergone
a most random, and haphazard period of growth.

Windsor was in a

position to reason, calculate cost-benefit analyses and act on
their results.

Windsor had the ability to assess its own growth

where other communities were faced with the problems attendent,
upon industrial expansion, and many were being hard pressed to
solve them.(BMI, 1958,p.29).
Although the growth of southern Ontario would have
unavoidably overflowed into Windsor, the community as a whole hac
to create an environment that would make Windsor a preferred
location for business or industry. This would enable Windsor to

1

•
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grow along with the rest of southern Ontario, as opposed to
having southern Ontario's growth spilling over into Windsor in ar
aimless or casual way.
The period of 1945-1959 indicates that Windsor realized the

•

importance of community economic development but did not try to
attain it in the most efficient manner. However this can only be
seen now because of the outcome of these decisions. As time
indicated many of the decisions regarding industry created
problems especially by hampering development.

Perhaps the most

evident reason for this eventuality is the fact that development
was occurring at such a rapid rate, no matter what the city did
in the development process, positive development was sure to
result.
SUMMARY 1945-1959

The post war period from 1945 to 1959, revealed much
progress within Windsor regarding development.

The progress at

the time, appeared to be best for the city of Windsor.

Windsor

was not alone in its advancing development, post war years
brought development to all parts of Canada.
Planners, and other leaders of the community discovered the
need for organized economic growth.

Following the realization

this need, the city segregated land in specified regions to
accommodate industrial development.

The process by which

segregation was administered led to many problems in years to
come.
Problems of incompatable land use infiltration which
resulted from random designation of these lands surfaced early in

W:
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the 1950's.

The root of the problem

Control Board report in 1946.

could be traced back to a

This report stated that there

would be a change in zoning in Windsor, but areas previously
designated otherwise would be allowed to retain their category.
Although there were other problems, this would possess the
greatest potential for future problems.
On the positive side, the city did begin to organize its
boards, and councils, to operate more efficiently and serve the
best interests of Windsor.

The Windsor Utilities Commission's

powers of planning became defunct.

The new planning board was to

consist of representatives who were aware of Windsor's problems,
and interested in community betterment.

Instigation of the

Windsor Employment Advisory Board, led to a large reduction of
unemployment in this period.
No longer was Windsor concerned with only itself.

~

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

An entire

Border City plan was conceived for a more efficiently working
region.

This plan would prove to be a great plus for communities

within the region, in attracting business, and industry to the
area •

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Chapter 6

CHANGING IDEOLOGIES AND UNAVOIDABLE GROWTH 1960-1969

The period of 1960 to 1970 revealed some different philosophies
of the city of Windsor.

During the onset of this period, Windsor

was taking on a concept of aesthetics as going hand-in-hand with
industrial development.

While building on aesthetics, industrial

development continued at a consistent level until the end of the
decade.

The city of Windsor was actively pursuing solutions to

many problems within the city's structure which were labelled as
liabilities in Battelle's report, (Table 2) .
The beginning of the 1960's divulged a major restructuring
of Windsor.

This however was not totally done by physically

rearranging the city, but by improving the city's appearance.
Windsor was either tearing down buildings or rebuilding rundown

•
•
•

residential areas.
rebuilding plan.

Windsor became involved in a residential
The objective of this plan was to redevelop run

down residential areas.

An example of this was the establishing

of public housing near Glengary Avenue.

Windsor is Canada's most

important gateway for American tourists and its close contact
with neighbouring Detroit gives Windsor advantages that no other
Canadian city can claim.

By rebuilding and creating an

aesthetically pleasant city, a positive image of Windsor and the
surrounding area would be generated. This point would tend to
make a good impression in the eyes of management, knowing that if

...-:
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TABLE 2
WINDSOR'S ASSETS AND LIABILITIES AS DEFINED BY BHI

i

'

ASSETS
-

Potential industrial sites;
The Detroit River offers good industrial water;
5 railways;
Highway transport firms;
Availability of skilled labour •
LIABILITIES

-Dominance of Windsor's economy by one broad industry type may
handicap the area to some extent in that prospective
manufacturers in other lines might be wary of the possible
effects of troubles in the dominant industry;
-Windsor's market is limited therefore locating in other cities
such as Toronto, or Montreal would be more logical;
-Prospects for export trade with the United States in mass
produced lines are limited by higher canadian unit costs
resulting from lower levels of production, and overseas exports
are generally restricted by distinctly lower manpower costs;

•
•
•
•
•

-Wage differentials probably will di~inish in time but this is
Windsor's biggest problem in 1958.
Source: BHI Report of Economic Development Opportunities for
Greater Windsor, 1958 •

•
•
•
•
•
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their industry was to locate here, the life style would tend to
help production •
The City of Windsor adopted a concise but simple definition
of what municipal economic development is. City planning means
anticipating the needs of the city for the years to follow and
planning so that these needs can be met in the easiest and most
economical manner.(Pride in Progress Report 1960,p.2).

Windsor's

planning board at this time was comprised of people with
experience and vision, people who would guide the city's
development toward the best physical, social, and economic goals .
From the late 1940's into the 1960's, Windsor had been
haphazardly designating industrial land. However in the 1960's
there was a noticable decrease in land zoned for industrial
purposes. This decline would suggest a lack of continual planning
since approximately 1948, when Windsor first initiated industrial
zoning.
The trend towards industrial decentralization in Windsor and
other central cities in metropolitan areas can be attributed to
certain factors. One of which is the need for large industrial
cites to satisfy the requirements of single story plants
employing a horizontal method of production, (Chamber of
Commerce, 1962,p.4). Windsor's lack of continual planning
resulted in a decline in the availability new plant sites within
old disticts. Approximately 620,000 square feet of vacant
industrial space was available in the early 1960's. The problem

•

was that this floor space was contained within functionally
obsolete multi-storey industrial buildings which were not
adoptable to horizontal methods of mass production. Therefore

If
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Windsor was faced with a large zoning problem. Council was then
forced to make a decision permitting an interim use of existing
obsolete industrial buildings for certain non-manufacturing uses
not normally permitted within an industrial zone.
In the late 1940's Windsor was preparing by-laws, and zoning
land, anticipating that industrial growth during that time period
would continue at the existing accelerated rate. As a result, a
number of these zones, that were predominantly residential, were

I

zoned in anticipation of industrial expansion. Since residential
properties represented over one-half of the city's real property
assessment, every attempt should have been made to conserve these
areas without the threat of industrial intrusion.
In the years before annexation in 1966, railways appeared to
be haphazardly crossing the city in every direction.

It seems

evident tnat industrial intrusion was inevitable.
To the west,

zoned industrial land near the Harbour does

not contain a large amount of incompatable land.

The low

population density, and degree of manufacturing allowed,

enables

these lands to co-exist, with residential land on the east, and
the Detroit River on the west.
A concentration of railways in central Windsor near Crawford

-----·
I

Avenue created severe problems for the city.

The one major

problem was (and still is) the disruption to traffic flowing in
an east-west direction.

This flow is continually being hampered

by the presence of the railways.
_ However the biggest problem area in the city is located
between Windsor Avenue on the west, and Central Avenue on the
east.

The north-south boundaries are the Detroit River, and the

Canadian Pacific Railway, respectively.

Within this area

industrial development along railways is quite evident.

33.
However

encroachment from either industrial or residential zones is
undetermined, but one would have to conclude that industrial
zones invaded residential zones.

Tne probable cause for this can

be related back to unorganized policies for planning in Windsor
in the past.
Within this area there is an island of residentially zoned
land.

Again, the poor development history of Windsor is the

rationale for allowing this to happen.

The annexation of 1966,

brought to the city of Windsor more industrial land and open
space.

This allowed the city to better plan its development to

avoid creating such a residential enclosure.

•
•
w
w

•
•w
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This problem was temporarily solved in 1960 when Windsor
continued designating land for development in accordance with a
plan. On 23, March, 1960, Council made ammendments to by-law 728
which then stated essentially that new residential and commercial
construction not be permitted on vacant lands in industrial
zones, and to permit existing residential and commercial uses to
continue in industrial districts without designating such areas
as non-conforming. Also in industrial districts which were
bounded by residential zones, front, side, and rear, yard
requirements were enforced, except when in reference to
Manufacturing land where the possibility of conflict is largely
eliminated due to location .
Since Windsor is somewhat isolated from the rest of Canada,
the Auto Pact of the 1960's enabled Windsor and Detroit to engage
in limited free trade.

The Pact involved the trade of new cars,

•
•
•
•

and parts, while enabling companies to nationalize their
product(s) on a continental basis.

The Auto Pact and similar

agreements in the agricultural implements and defence production
industries have enabled Windsor to make the most of its location
next to the world's automotive capital situated in North
America's industrial heartland.

SUMMARY 1960-1969

The period of 1960 to 1969 was a period of substantial
growth in the city of Windsor.

With the results from the BMI,

Windsor began to implement reccommendations for future
development.

•

However obstacles had to be crossed, and Windsor

had great difficulties in overcoming past planning mistakes.
A major problem was the lack of continual planning over past
years.

In the past, zoning was random and unorganized.

The

deficiency of this type of process retarded development to an
extent.

The annexation of 1966, made available land that was not

previously at the city's disposal.

The acquisition of this land

allowed Windsor to make available serviced industrial land to
oblige new industry.
Progressing through the 1960's development was rapid.

City

Council, and the Planning Department then decided to re-assess
its development through the decade in an attempt to give
direction to Windsor's future.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Chapter 7

EFFICIENCY WITHIN THE URBAN STRUCTURE AND
PURSUING FOREIGN INVESTMENTS 1970-1979

This period shows a substantial amount of growth in the
industrial sector in Windsor which contjnued from the mid to late
1960's. In fact the city decided to re-evaluate its priorities,
and during this proccess elected to cultivate a new master plan
for Windsor. This new plan had quite different objectives than
any previous plan. Some of these objectives involved stengthening
the central business district, the construction of a cross town
freeway, the development of industrial lands that are closely
linked to available road, water, and rail transportation
facilities, and the arrangement of residential areas to permit
convenient access to community facilities. The synthesis of high,
medium, and low density land uses capable of

sati~fying

the needs

of various income groups and family sizes was also encouraged.
Windsor's new plan also paid special attention to the lands
adjacent to the Detroit River which provides a great natural
resource and amenity for the city, (City of Windsor, 1971).

This

plan was conceived in 1971, but did not secure official
Provincial approval until 1972.
The overall direction of this plan reveals the city's
changing attitudes pertaining to the interdependence of Windsor
and the surrounding area.

Upon implementation of this plan

regional development was the main objective.
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This plan was conceived for the immediate time, but also for
many years into the future.

This plan was intended to serve as a

guide in both public and private agencies in Windsor through
establishing new policies for future develoment, and
redevelopment.

Windsor

undertook

financial planning with

the aim of securing effective correlation between physical and
social planning, and the use of finnancial resources.
In conjunction with all other land uses and development
control, the official plan would strive to develop in the
direction of the following assumptions:
"l)the future development of Windsor will be accompanied by
the provision of urban services related to a projected
population of approximately 300,000 by 1986.
2)provisions for commercial development would have to regard
the future market, and to the function, location, and
adequacy of existing commercial facilities •
3)ample land would be allocated to aid in meeting demand for
a diversity of employment, and in doing so,. to broaden the
employment base.
4)the city would work towards maintaining a sound ratio of
non-residential to residential land assessment," (GWIC,
1972,p.l2).
The city was obviously hung up on the rapid development of
the 1960's.

Their projection, in effect, was irrational since

they did not account for cyclical changes in the economy.
River front land development would incorporate recreational
uses for Windsor residents and visitors while also reconciling
the needs of the Port of Windsor for sufficient docking

•
•
•
•
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facilities.

Any land use that was decided upon would not

contribute to the pollution of the Detroit River.

By developing

more docking facilities the city would then be able to create
more efficient transportation of imports and exports, to and from
the Harbour.
Windsor, and the Planning Commission, were planning for
tremendous progress in the industrial sector.

The Greater

Windsor Industrial Commission, (GWIC), was encouraging growth in
the commercial, and residential sectors.

However in a short

period of time the tides turned with reference to the oncoming
reccession.

The City of Windsor then decided to implemnent a new

plan for the entire city.
The North American

economy was showing investors, mainly in

the United States, of instability in Canada.

The immediate times

ahead would reveal extremely unfavourable to economic growth.
Some sectors of Windsor's economy reflected national, and
international trends of uncertainty, while others showed
remarkable strength, (GWIC, 1972).

Ford of Canada;, General

Motors of Canada, and Hiram Walkers & Sons, were the three
largest investors in 1970.

Industrial construction was down from

1969, but in actual money invested, industrial capital invested
was mostly in machines, not buildings.
In the manufacturing sector there were periods of
unemployment at the beginning of 1970 due to inventory
adjustments in the automotive industry.

Longer periods occurred

at the end of the year due to a strike at General Motors in the
United States and Canada.

In this year the GWIC began an in

depth analysis of the United States-canada Automotive Agreement,

•If
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STRUCTURAL CHANGE IN WINDSOR'S LABOUR
FORCE 1941-1981
FIGURE 2
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(GWIC, 1970,p.6) •

-

The reccession led to a decrease in city funding which
resulted in no financial backing for large scale redevelopment.
Although, Windsor did offer incentives to the private sector, to
help encourage development within the city.
Manufacturing employment in Windsor is concentrated in the
fields; transportation equipment, metal fabricating, and food and
beverages. Through the 1960's transportation and metal
fabrication expanded rapidly while there was a significant
decline of employment in the food and beverages industries.
Local industry was heavily dependent on inputs from other
parts of Ontario. However the largest markets for manufacturing
ontputs are outside the province, mainly the United States.
Windsor's industries are heavily capitalized and highly
productive.

11

Windsor _is of first rank importance in Canada as an

industrial centre.

In terms of goods, value of shipments of

goods of own manufacture, only Montreal, Toronto, and Hamilton
ranked ahead of Windsor in 1970,u (GWIC, 1971,p.l7) •
It is an oversimplification to describe Windsor as a one
industry community, although the significance of the automobile
industry in the economic life of Windsor and Essex County cannot
be disputed, (Figure 2).

In stable growth periods, the industry

and its related industries provide a wide range of jobs in a
highly productive and efficient industry which makes massive
capital investments in the community.
Along with the adyantages of the automobile industry there
are disadvantages.

There is a limited demand for female labour.

This is reflected in the low participation rate of females in the
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labour force.

Since many females are unskilled in auto related

jobs, and this industry is sensitive to fluctuations in the
levels of economic activity, layoffs of many females in times of
economic decline is inevitable •
Local policy makers have long been aware of these
characteristics of the industry and the vulnerability of the
local economy to such situations.

As a result, even in periods

of economic growth there has been a concern with attracting new
industry to the area and encouraging the expansion and/or
diversification of existing industries within the community to,
diversify the industrial base •
Policy makers in Windsor have have a far greater task than
other municipalities in southern Ontario.

Windsor's main problem

is its geographical position in relation to major domestic
markets.

Although

Wi~dsor's

location next to Detroit is

advantageous for trade with the United States, Windsor is a
Canadian city, and it is quite isolated from domestic markets •
Windsor is separated by one-hundred miles of primarily
agricultural land from the nearest urban community,

(London), and

two-hundred miles the nearest urban centre, (Toronto and the
Golden Horseshoe).
Two significant characteristics of Windsor's industry
throughout its history has been the high degree of utilization of
skilled workers, and technological innovation.

As a result

Windsor has been the most productive of Canada's top twelve
manufacturing centres in terms of net output per worker, (WECDC
1976, pg.S).

The future, as predicted by the WECDC was for

sustained and substantial growth as Windsor continues to build on
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this technological and production base.
The Greater Windsor Industrial Commission which was formed
in 1958, changed to the Windsor-Essex County Development
Commission in 1974.

Their intention was to promote Windsor and

Essex County as a place to establish new industry and business.
There would also be less concentration on the manufacturing
sector by aiming to develop Windsor and Essex County with respect
to all sectors,

(Figure 2).

The Commission was still responsible

for finding investors for the Greater Windsor Industrial Estates.
Plant sites were made available during 1975, in Devon Park and
Horton Park.
Devon Park, which is zoned for light manufacturing, is
centrally located, and with completion of the E.C. Row Expressway
industry in the park would have excellent highway access.

Horton

Industrial Park is on Windsor's west side, it contains access to
railways, and has deepwater frontage.

Ambassador Industrial Park

was an earlier project that is now completely sold out and
entirely built up.
During the 1970's, industrial development slowed and the
city had to actively pursue industry.

To accomplish this the

WECDC adopted new philosophies which involved six inter-related
components: research, production, promotion, contact,
communication, and administration.
Research as a function creates the information base to carry
out the Commission's economic development function.

Production

involves making available serviced land that can support
immediate development. Promotion involves use of the press,
advertising and exhibitions, to enhance the city and attract
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potential investors. Contact is new to the Commission. It is part
of the new aggressive policy, and it the involves travelling of
Commission personnel around the world to promote Windsor.

r

Communication is continuing contacts with investors in North

if

evaluation of the progress of development and looking at the

,~

future needs of the city.

America and around the world.

Administration is a continuous

During the 1970's, the WECDC began pursuing investors in

r

Europe, Japan, Germany, and other foreign countries.

J

with little effort given to foreign endowments.

,r
r

[·
[·

Windsor, in

the past, had been mainly persuading North American investors,

WECDC planned an Investment Symposium.

In 1978, the

This symposium attracted

fifty businesses, industrial, finance, government,
transportation, and news media personel.

,.

The symposium resulted

in substantial sales of City of Windsor debentures at favourable
interest rates, and more than a page of positive publicity
editorial in Business Week magazine, (WECDC 1978).
The changing policies of Windsor's planning department has
resulted in emphatic development in Windsor.

In past years,

Windsor went along with development as it took place.

As is

r

evident here, more aggressive policies, and different marketing

{·

taken place, while others perhaps would have occured anyway.

r
r
I"

strategies have led to investment that, would probably not have

The Commission had continued to act as the city's
promotional agent for development and sale of land in the
Industrial Estates.

'

In 1978, a major transaction took place

between the City of Windsor and the Ford Motor Company of Canada
Limited.

This was a complicated affair, which necessitated the
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re-acquisition of lands from a number of other parties and
relocation of several proposed projects within the Estates.
In west Windsor in 1978, many residential properties where
purchased for the purpose of subdivision.

Since this land was

located near Ambassador Industrial Park careful rezoning of these
properties allows for the two incompatable land uses to co-exist
with limited conflict.
Capital investments amounted to $366 million in 1979.

This

ranked Windsor fifth among other industrial centres in Canada.
When comparing populations of Toronto, Hamilton, Montreal, and
Vancouver this was quite an accomplishment for Windsor.

With

Windsor being a gateway to the United States, and four of five of
the top investment centres along the St. Lawrence Seaway it can
be seen that Windsor plays a major role in the development of
Ontario. This role is not just limited to the manufacturing
sector, but all sectors of the economy.
New manufacturing plants which located in Windsor totalled
thirty-nine.
industry.

The WECDC felt that Windsor was diversifying its

However in 1979, approximately 50 percent of all new

business was auto related, be it tool and die, or rubber
manufacturing.
One major promotional campaign was the European City
Twinning and Economic Development Mission.
is Udine, Italy.

Windsor's twin city

This city is approximately the same size, and

located
in a simmilar climate as Windsor.

It is located near the north

shore of the Adriatic Sea, west of the Yugoslavian border.

The

twinning of the two cities led Italian investors to Windsor and
.-
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Essex County.

The result of which brought Colic Wines to the

area.

SUMMARY 1970-1979

During this time development began at a slow pace, but began
to accelerate as the decade progressed.

The fostering of a new

plan was essential to Windsor's development as well as Essex
County.

It is obvious to see that planners in the city of

Windsor have, whether intentionally or not, been following Kaynor
and Schultz's objectives stated in chapter 3.

By adhering to

these objectives Windsor was able to plan for immediate and
future development efficiently, by means of time scale
adjustments.
Unemployment was prevelent in the automotive industry at the
outset of the decade.

This new plan was designed to reduce

unemployment, increase activities within the community, diversify
Windsor's economy, and maintain a consistant residential to
non-residential land assessment ratio.
In 1974, the GWIC changed its name to the WECDC. Although
the name changed, and this new Commission gained jurisdiction
over the entire county, their policies did not change much for
years to come.

They did change their approach in attracting

investment through, research, production, promotion, contact,
communication, and administration •
The city of Windsor went out of its way to do what ever they
could to accommodate the Ford Engine Plant within the Industrial
Estates.

Capital investment rose in 1979, and ranked Windsor

45.

fifth among industrial centres in Canada.
Windsor adopted the twin city of Udine, Italy.

Since its

location in Italy is similar to that of Windsor, investers from
Udine invested here.

The result of which saw Colio Wines

locating in Essex County.

J
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Chapter 8

""
GLOBAL MARKETING STRATEGIES AND DOMESTIC
GOVERNMENT ASSISTANCE 1980-1987

..

The 1980's have gone from doom and gloom to prosperous
times.

Like the beginning of the 1970's decade growth was

expected to continue. However an unstable economy brought a much
more drastic reccession than was present in the early 1970's.
The priorities of the WECDC changed from previous years as a
r

)

r
r

result of continual planning and changing objectives to best suit
the existing conditions and future needs of Windsor.

The

Commission would continue with a high level of industrial
development promotion in North America, and Europe, concentrating
on non-automotive manufacturing.

Continuing commercial

development promotion including, seeking office industries, and

II

!~

major retailers will also be a priority.

While liason with local

businesses and industries will be maintained.

Incessent

development of serviced industrial land would also be a priority.
;

Lastly stepped up dissemination of promotional information
through the six previously stated components.
On 14, July, 1980, the WECDC reported that investors were
\

I

spending more capital in Windsor than calgary and Edmonton
combined.

~any

explanations can be given to justify this; easy

North American market access (Figure 3), readily available
skilled labour, assured supplies and supliers of energy and raw
materials, plus Canada's advantageous tax structure for
manufacturers, and comfortable living conditions, (WECDC, 1980).
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In 1980, a record $953 million was invested in the
manufacturing sector.

Since the Commission adopted its new

aggressive policy, investments increased dramatically, (Figure
4).

However as the recession set in, investments dropped off

considerably to a low of $ 280 million in 1982 and 1985, (WECDC
1980).
The objectives of the Commission were altered to accommodate
new needs of the city.

Three new objectives were exercised to

assist the city during the reccession years; improve the
community's self-concept, project a new image out of town, and
create a strong downtown Windsor focus.

Three other objectives

which are always ongoing included; diversify the manufacturing
economy of Windsor; strengthen the non-manufacturing economy of
Windsor; and continue the community's strong overall development
thrust, (WECDC 1980).
Diversifying the manufacturing sector involved attracting or
expanding food and agriculture processing, the chemical industry,
electronics and metalworking sectors.

It also involved making

the most of the Industrial Labour Assessment Program (ILAP)
financing.

Maintaining a European development presence in

Windsor was essential; as well as increasing activity in Europe
to include France.

Along with Europe, the Commission was to

continue studying the Japanese market to ascertain a marketing
strategy for Windsor. The Commission also helped local companies
who were emerging in new markets on a trial basis or developing
new products.
During the 1970's, Pierre Trudeau while Prime Minister.
developed the Third Option Policy.

This new policy would
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encourage cities as well as the country as a whole to pursue
foreign economic interests.

In Canada, 80 percent of whose trade

is with the United States while only 20 percent is outside the
continent was to diversify beyond North America.

Roman Dzus

(1988) of the WECDC reported that "Windsor would have realized
the importance of foreign investments and would have undertook
these same ideologies anyhow."
German investors currently have ten manufacturing plants
located in Windsor.

Attracting these European investors was not

easy. Europeans are more interested in selling to North America
than investing here (Roman Dzus).

Since there are twelve markets

in Europe and each has within it different rules and standards,
many marketing stategies must be adopted, (Roman Dzus).
Strengthening the non-manufacturing sectors of the local
economy involves more strategy and large amounts of money.
Windsor had to build on its strength outside the automobile
industry, which was and stiUis the strong consumer base (Roman
Dzus).

In both the above situations extrasectoral, and

intrasetoral diversification may occur.
Intrasectoral diversification is spreading out of the
current sector in which a bussiness is located.

For example, the

automotive industry can not just assemble civilian vehicles, but
can also produce parts and accessories for military vehicles.
Extrasectoral diversification is extending a business to an
entirely different specialty either while still involved in the
existing product line or not.

For example, manufacturers of

plastic molds who were suppliers to the automotive industry
exclusively, have diversified to produce their molds for the

51.

growing toys industry in Windsor.
The city of Windsor assisted local firms, by attracting and
assisting research and development centres.

Promotion of local

venture capital funding is a prime incentive to local firms to
promote development within the community.

During this process

investors receive financial incentives from the city as well as
the two higher levels of government.

These incentives do not

only hold true for the industrial sector alone, but also retail
and office development.

Support of cultural and recreational

development, would produce for the city a more enjoyable
environment for Windsor's multi-ethnic communities.
Improving the communities self concept involves the
Commission working together with the community.

The WECDC

co-sponsored Teamwork seminars, which brought industries together
to help promote the great investment climate in Windsor.

Other

seminars included; Inter-Air '83, Sunfest '83, Pride in Windsor
Expo, and Careers Expo.

Displays at the Devonshire Mall also

help to reveal to the community itself, industries that are
present here.

The main purpose is for residents to realize that

Windsor is more than an automobile town.
Projecting a new image out of town requires in depth
planning and strategy.

Windsor-Essex County days were conducted

in many Canadian cities.

The main objective was for the

Commission to promote, and make people aware of what Windsor has
to offer.
Perhaps the most important of the new objectives is creating
a stronger downtown focus.

Many ideas arose while trying to find

a direction to head to create this new focus.

These ranged from
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pursuing a downtown department store, assist in tennanting
projects downtown, pursue corporate offices, support downtown
site for new facilities, consideration of a central VIA Rail
station.

One other was for a Crawford Avenue expressway which

would alleviate the problem stated earlier in this text.
In 1981, the Industrial Labour Adjustment Program (ILAP)
was created.

11 The

ILAP was designed to alleviate the relative

distress caused by permanent large-scale economic adjustments and
restructuring,# (Cash,1984 p.14).

Under the ILAP, which ended in

March of 1983, there was in excess of $100 million of projects
approved in Windsor.
end of 1983.

Many of which were not even started by the

Although, when these endevours were completed, in

excess of 2000 jobs were created.
The Government of Canada, was continuing its assistance to
newly established or expanding industries through the Industrial
Regional Development Program (IRDP) which replaced the ILAP in
1983.

The Windsor and Essex County area has been designated as

Tier 2 of this program.

This allows up to 35 percent of capital

costs in interest-free loans to industries seeking to establish
or expand in Windsor.
The IRDP provides regions across Canada with designations in
accordance to their level of disparity.

Tiers are determined by

calculating a Development Index (DI) for a region.

The DI takes

into account regional economic indicators such as: employment,
unemployment, and income within the census district, (see Cash,
1984).
Within the IRDP there are six Program Elements: Industrial
Development Climate, Innovation, Establishment,
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Modernization/Expansion, Marketing, and Restucturing.

Each of

the six program elements heads a category referred to as Eligible
Projects or Activities.
Eligible projects or activities under Industrial Development
Climate are broken down into two phases: economic development
studies; establishment of non-profit centres or institutions, and
infrastructure related to industry.

All Tiers (1-4) are eligible

for assistance regarding infrastructure related to industry.
Innovation involves: consultant studies; development of new
products or processes; technological capability; development and
demonstration; design.

Assistance from the IRDP for Tiers 1-4 is

50 percent, 60 percent, 75 percent, 75 percent respectively. This
assistance would cover the asigned percent of the capital costs.
Establishment includes two eligible projects: consultant
studies; establishment.
percent assistance.

The Tiers receive a minimum of 50

Tiers 1-4 receive 50 percent, 60 percent, 75

percent, 75 percent.
Modernization and expansion is devided into three groups;
consultant studies, modernization and expansion, and adaptation
of microelectronic and electronic technology. (All percentage
listings are for Tiers in order from 1-4). Consultant study
assistance is 50 percent, 60 percent, 75 percent, 75 percent.
Modernization and expansion, 25 percent, 35 percent, 50 percent,
50 percent.

Adaptation of electronic technology is 50 percent,

60 percent, 75 percent, 75 percent.
Marketing Involves consultant studies; collection
dissemination of tourism information; special event.

The second

part is marketing research and events to promote Canadian

[:
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products for non-profit organizations.

The IRDP will provide

assistance for part one as follows: 50 percent, 60 percent, 75
percent, 75 percent.

Under part two all Tiers are eligible for

assistance.
Restructuring consists of four projects eligible for
subsidy: consultant studies, restructuring (repayable),
restructuring (loan guarantees), and participation loans.
Consultant studies receive 50 percent, 60 percent, 75 precent, 75
percent assistance.

Restructuring (repayable) projects in all

Tiers receive 25 percent financial assistance.

r
~

I
1

I
1
1

All Tiers are

eligible for restructuring (loan guarantees) and participation
loans, except Tiers 1 is not eligible for assistanceunder
participation loans, (Cash 1984,p.18-21).
''The new IRDP, was introduced when the Department of Regional
Industrial Expansion (DRIE) was formed.

It was designated, in

part, to consolidate some of the programs of the former
departments, and to provide a vehicle to carry out more of the
comprehensive mandates of DRIE,H (Cash 1984,p.18).
At the Ontario Planners Conference held in Toronto on
October 4,5,and 6,1983, many helpful points were forwarded to the
planners in attendance.

It was stated that major changes in the

planning and economic departments over the next ten years will
revolve around the following:
-more detailed economic research to supplement the
industrial marketing objectives of the municipality;
-major changes in zoning by-laws to accommodate high
technology, and small "cottage industries", and home
occupations operated in houses;
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-increased emphasis on the attitudes of a community as a
place to live as economic factors (ie. taxes, wage
rates), tend to equalize over time.
It was repeatedly emphasized in several studies that
companies do not want to locate in a city with poor cultural,
recreational, or aesthetic attributes, or a bad national or
provincial image irrespective of the local tax rates,(Report to
the City of Windsor Planning Advisory Committee).
~
jl

In this report, Hr.J. Atkins indicated that there should be
more co-operation of information gathering and releasing
activities between the two agencies, (the Windsor Planning Board

~
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and the Windsor Planning Advisory Committee).

One primary point

the session focused on was developing a computer assisted
industrial data bank for the use of investors and development of
a municipal or regional "industrial strategy".

Since this

conference, the WECDC maintains an information file of industrial
real estate within the community. The information on hand is
conveyed to the industrial prospect with respect to their
requests and requirements.

As part of the Commission's ongoing

efforts to maintain a current data base of industrial zoned land
and designated land, a summer project was undertaken in 1985.

As

a result of this study, the city now has comprehensive data on
all known vacant land in the area.
By 1985, two years after the implementation of the IRDP,
over 25 projects had been approved representing total project
costs of $23 million, and the creation of 500 jobs, (WECDC 1985).
Also in 1985, the Government of Ontario introduced the
Automotive Parts Investment Fund.

It was designated to assist
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Ontario-based Automotive parts manufacturers to undertake
corporate investments to improve produtivity, develop products
and processes, and upgrade employee skills.

Windsor received

$1.3 million in funding, and 40 new jobs were created.
Windsor's use of these special government programs led to a
controlled recovery from the reccession of the early 1980's.
Industrial activity in Windsor is a reflection of the local
planners commitment to the local economy.

With financial

assistance given to the automotive industry, there were
predictions of increased motor vehicle sales, and production to
further fuel industrial activity and improve Windsor's
competitiveness.

The increased competitiveness would be

accomplished by strengthening exports, primarily to the United
States.
Windsor and Essex County continue to feel the effects of
increased injections of investments from canadian, and foreign
sources.

While the Development Commission consistantly continues

to discover new sources of investment to further enhance the
industrial initiative.
In 1985, Woods Gordon Management Consultants (WGMC) were
contracted to engage in a study to aid the city in developing an
economic development strategy.

First of all, Windsor was to

attain a well targeted promotional campaign, with the most
appropriate advertising theme.

Economic development is largely a

function of the perceived problems about what a local government
can actually do to effectively encourage local economic
development, (WGMC, 198S,p.3)
This full scale study involved the co-operation of many

-
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people.

r

to be carried out, that key ingredients for a successful study

I'

must be met, they are as follows:

~

.

With their experience, WGMC stated before the study was

a)the political and business will to act;
b)a broadly based capacity to act;
c)the active involvement in the study of by all groups
involved in economic development;
d)a greater focus on action and less focus on a physical
report,(WGMC, 198S,p.7)
The WGMC also stated that a community engaged in economic
development should find its market "niche" which will involve a
search for what would appeal to investors inside and outside of
Windsor.

The attitude outside Windsor should be assessed by

interviewing representatives of the federal and provincial
governments.

Both levels of government are playing a role in

development that is far greater than they have ever played in the
past.

Pursuing economic development in this way would produce a

list of strengths and weaknesses essential to the compilation of
an effective marketing strategy.
A result of this study involved the industrial sector.
Advertising-during 1986 was primarily in the print medium.
Advertising in 1986 included a special issue of Business and
Finance in ontario, devoted exclusively to Windsor-Essex County,
The Michigan Manufacturers Directory, Daily commercial News, the
Financial Post Canadian Markets, Pathfinder Maps, and the Windsor
Star, (WECDC 1986,p.14).

Many inquiries were received from

Chinese investors in reference to an ad placed in the Chinese
edition of Food Processing.
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SUMMARY 1980-1987

w
m

The recession of this period brought many problems to
Windsor as well as the entire country.

m

Continual planning

resulted in a change of the WECDC priorities.

Windsor was hit

quite hard by the recession and in so doing qualified for

rt
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government assistance, ILAP, IRDP, DRIE, and DREE.

Slowly

Windsor started to build itself back up to previous levels.
While attaining domestic assistance, the Commission
continued to persue foreign investors.

Part of this process

involved the ongoing efforts to uphold a current data base of
industrial zoned and designated land.
The Commission hired Woods Gordon Management Consultants, to
develop a marketing strategy for the city.

As

a result many

branches of marketing for the city was developed.

From this new

strategy, Windsor gained much needed, and deserved recognition

r

world wide.
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